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Abstract. Integrated scenario simulations are done for NSTX that address four primary milestones for
developing advanced ST configurations: high β and high βN inductive discharges to study all aspects of ST
physics in the high beta regime; non-inductively sustained discharges for flattop times greater than the skin time
to study the various current drive techniques; non-inductively sustained discharges at high β for flattop times
much greater than a skin time which provides the integrated advanced ST target for NSTX; and non-solenoidal
startup and plasma current rampup.  The simulations done here use the Tokamak Simulation Code (TSC) and
are based on a discharge 109070.  TRANSP analysis of the discharge provided the thermal diffusivities for
electrons and ions, the neutral beam (NB) deposition profile and other characteristics. CURRAY is used to
calculate the High Harmonic Fast Wave (HHFW) heating depositions and current drive.  GENRAY/CQL3D is
used to establish the heating and CD deposition profiles for electron Bernstein waves (EBW). Analysis of the
ideal MHD stability is done with JSOLVER, BALMSC, and PEST2.  The simulations indicate that the
integrated advanced ST plasma is reachable, obtaining stable plasmas with β ≈ 40% at βN’s of 7.7-9, IP = 1.0
MA and BT = 0.35 T.  The plasma is 100% non-inductive and has a flattop of 4 skin times.  The resulting global
energy confinement corresponds to a multiplier of H98(y,2) = 1.5.  The simulations have demonstrated the
importance of HHFW heating and CD, EBW off-axis CD, strong plasma shaping, density control, and early
heating/H-mode transition for producing and optimizing these plasma configurations

1. Introduction

The spherical torus concept will provide an attractive fusion energy configuration if it can
demonstrate the following major features: high plasma elongation with significant
triangularity, 100% non-inductive current with a credible path to high bootstrap current
fractions, non-solenoidal startup/rampup of the plasma current, high β with stabilization of
the RWM instabilities, and sufficiently high energy confinement. Demonstrating these
features experimentally will likely be achieved individually, and then simultaneously to
varying degrees.  Integrated scenario modeling is a key element to guide experiments toward
achieving these features.

The long term planning for NSTX integrated scenario modeling involves a sequence of goals
aligned with the experimental milestones[1-3].  These include the following: high β operation
with βN > 8 for τflat > τE, 100% non-inductive operation for τflat > τskin, the integrated goal of
100% non-inductive high β operation with βN > 8 for τflat >> τskin, and non-solenoidal plasma
startup and current rampup.  The first goal represents the transient optimization of β under
various conditions and will not be reported in this paper.

Predictive simulations are done with the Tokamak Simulation Code (TSC) [4], in
combination with other analysis, to find ways to produce these plasmas based on
experimental data and self-consistent integrated modeling.

2. Computational Approach

The time-dependent computer codes used for integrated modeling are TSC and TRANSP[5].
The former provides free-boundary evolutions, while the latter provides fixed-boundary
evolutions.   TRANSP is used in the interpretive mode here to generate neutral beam (NB)
characteristics and thermal diffusivities from the experiment.  TSC is the predictive transport
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code used as the backbone for the simulations reported in this paper.  In addition, stand alone
calculations are done, which rely on a static equilibrium, and are described below.

The CURRAY[6] code is used extensively to examine HHFW current drive under various
situations in the scenarios. At present, beam energetic ion absorption is modeled by an
equivalent Maxwellian distribution with a characteristic temperature and anisotropy.  The
GENRAY/CQL3D[7,8] codes are used to establish the EBW deposition and current drive.
Some ideal MHD analysis will be given for selected scenario flattop plasmas.  These are
analyzed using an equilibrium description directly from TSC, which is read into the fixed
boundary equilibrium code JSOLVER[9].  JSOLVER recalculates the equilibrium with high
resolution for stability analysis.  High-n ballooning stability is calculated with BALMSC[10],
and n=1 external kink stability is assessed with PEST2[11].  By now it is well known that
low aspect ratio plasmas require significant computational resolution, particularly for kink
analysis, and the ideal MHD assessments made here are continuing.

The discharge 109070, which was NBI heated, is used as the basis for these simulation
projections because it achieved 50% non-inductive current fraction, a βN of 5.9, and an
H98(y,2) value of 1.25.  For this discharge IP = 800 kA, BT = 0.5 T, R = 0.88 m, a = 0.59 m, κ =
2.05, 〈δ〉 = 0.45, βN = 5.9, bootstrap current IBS = 240 kA, INB = 160 kA, all evaluated at 450
ms.

For the simulations reported here the density profile and magnitude is prescribed as a
function of time.  The thermal diffusivities are taken from a TRANSP analysis of the
discharge, 109070, and they are uniformly scaled according to IPB98(y,2) global energy
confinement scaling.  The beam heating profile is taken from TRANSP, with beam driven
current calculated in TSC (which was benchmarked against the TRANSP result).  Beam
characteristics (beam stored energy, fast ion density, and deposition profile) are fixed to those
of shot 109070, and scaled by the injected power.  The Zeff profile is taken from the
experiment, having a hollow profile with a value of 2.5 at the plasma center and slightly over
4 at an r/a of 0.75.  A benchmark discharge simulation is done with TSC of 109070 in order
to match several parameters before proceeding with extrapolations.  Profiles from the TSC
simulation of 109070 are shown in Fig. 1.

3. Simulations of 100% Non-inductive Sustained Plasmas for τflat > τskin

The discharge simulations to produce 100% non-inductive current utilize 4 primary
modifications to the base discharge 109070.  These are 1) density control to reduce and
maintain the density, 2) high elongation (≈ 2.5) to maximize the bootstrap current fraction
(Fig. 2), 3) early heating and H-mode transition, and 4) possible addition of HHFW power.
The toroidal field is maintained at 0.5 T which has a maximum available flattop of 1.5 s.  The
plasma current was left at 800 kA.

Ideal MHD analysis of the several plasma equilibria from the TSC simulation of 109070
showed that the n=1 kink mode can have a significant internal component, which is not
stabilized by a wall, in addition to the external component, even when the central safety
factor was above 1.0.  However this component did not exist when q(0) ≥ 1.5.  Based on this,
a rough goal of keeping the safety factor above 1.5 is adopted.

In the 2004 run campaign, experiments that combined NBI and HHFW indicated that it may
be difficult to couple the HHFW power into the core plasma, and further research is required
to resolve this.  Due to these observations simulations are done both assuming no HHFW and
including HHFW. In the former cases the total heating power is limited to about 5.5 M(from
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NB’s only) at 80 keV. The high elongation, density control, and early heating and H-mode
were applied.  It is found that due to the on-axis NBCD, the safety factor drops during the
discharge, reaching 1.0 at 1.4 s into the discharge, and should be compared with the safety
factor reaching 1.0 at about 550 ms in discharge 109070, representing a significant
improvement.  The predicted bootstrap and NB currents are each 355 kA, βN reaches 4.7, the
peak density is 0.3×1020 /m3, the H98(y,2) factor is 1.23, and non-inductive current fraction is
92%.  By enhancing the energy confinement multiplier to 1.5, or applying EBW (3 MW to
produce 135 kA) current drive off-axis, the non-inductive current fraction reaches 100% and
the safety factor is kept above 1.5 for the entire discharge, although it is still dropping very
slowly. Results are shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 1.  Plasma profiles from the TSC simulation of the NSTX discharge 109070 at 450 ms, the
thermal diffusivities are taken from the TRANSP reconstruction of the discharge.

Significant flexibility can be gained if the HHFW is assumed to heat efficiently.  Analysis
with CURRAY indicated that a significant amount of power is absorbed on fast ions from the
NB and thermal ions when Ti/Te > 1, shown in Fig. 2.  Since NBI discharges typically have
Ti/Te ≥ 2, and CURRAY showed that only about 5 kA/MW would result over the entire k||

spectrum, no CD was assumed for HHFW, only heating.  With 6 MW of HHFW heating and
4 MW of NB heating, which helped to reduce the on axis CD, the βN reached 4.7, with 430
kA of bootstrap current and 355 kA of NB current.  The non-inductive current fraction is
100%.  The global energy confinement multiplier was 1.22, the plasma internal self-
inductance li(1) was 0.57, and the peak density was 0.3×1020 /m3.  The safety factor remains
above 2 throughout the discharge, and the available flattop time corresponds to 2 current
diffusion times.   This plasma is found to be stable to n=∞ ballooning modes, except in the
pedestal region, and n=1 with a wall located at 1.5a on the outboard only.  Results are shown
in Fig. 4, with additional cases showing the impact of lower Zeff and broader NB current
profile.

Figure 2.  EBW CD deposition calculated from GENRAY/CQL3D, HHFW power deposition on
electrons, fast NB ions, and thermal ions calculated from CURRAY, and the simultaneous high κ and
δ plasma shape that is used in scenario simulations and can be produced with a PF1A modification.
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Figure 3.  Time histories of NBI-only 100% non-inductive scenarios, showing the central safety
factor and the total non-inductive current for 109070 (green), high κ with density control (blue), high
κ with density control and early heating H-mode (purple), and the same with slight enhancement in
global energy confinement (red).  The parallel current densities are shown for 109070 and the (red)
case shown.

Figure 4.  Time histories of NBI and HHFW 100% non-inductive scenarios, showing the central and
minimum safety factor, and parallel current densities for PNB = 4 MW and PHHFW = 6 MW, with high
κ, density control, and early heating/H-mode (green), and lower Zeff (red) or broader NB current
distribution (blue).
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4. Simulations of 100% Non-inductive Sustained High β Plasmas for τflat >> τskin

The integration goal for NSTX is to combine the 100% non-inductive sustainment and high β
for times much longer than a current diffusion time, so as to produce an attractive plasma
configuration that can be projected to steady state high fusion performance.  Here the power
and CD are provided by NB, HHFW, and EBW.  Cases without HHFW will also be
examined.  The same primary features are applied here; 1) high elongation, 2) density
control, 3) early heating and H-mode, and 4) the possible addition of HHFW.  In addition, the
toroidal field is lowered to 0.35-0.37 to access the high β, the plasma current was raised to
1.0 MA, and the EBW is considered fully developed to provide 3 MW of power delivered to
the plasma.  The decrease in the toroidal field and increase in plasma current are balanced
against getting the various CD sources (including bootstrap) to provide the entire current and
avoid the safety factor getting too low.  The lower BT allows the available flattop to increase
to 3.5 s.  Analysis with GENRAY/CQL3D (Fig. 2) showed that the EBW deposition was in
the range of 0.6 ≤ r/a ≤ 0.85, and could provide 45 kA/MW, with a frequency of 28 GHz and
lower off-midplane launch[8].

Here we assume that no HHFW was included, so that NBI must provide all the central
heating.  In addition to the primary features listed above we include for these simulations
higher NB energy of 100 keV giving 6.75 MW, higher energy confinement, and broader NB
current profile based on lower BT and higher Ip discharges.  The bootstrap current is 460 kA,
the NB current is 390 kA, and the EBW current is 100 kA.  The βN reaches 9.0, with β
reaching 42.5%.  The peak density is 0.42×1020 /m3, li(1) is 0.48, H98(y,2) is 1.55, and the
safety factor drops to 1.7 at 3.5 s.  The central safety factor crosses 2.0 at 1.6 s, so the descent
is quite slow.

When including HHFW, it was assumed to provide only heating as described in Section 3,
but no CD, when combined with NBI.  The injected power is 4 MW for NBI (at 80 keV), 3
MW for HHFW, and 3 MW for EBW.  Here we include higher energy confinement and
broader NB current profile.  The bootstrap and NB currents are each 430 kA, the EBW
current is 100 kA.  The βN reaches 7.7, β exceeds 39%, the safety factor remains above 3.0,
the H98(y,2) factor is 1.5, and the peak density is 0.3×1020 /m3.  The current profile is broad
with li(1) at 0.5, the current diffusion time is 750 ms, and the toroidal field flattop available
(3.5 s) provides for more than 4 of these relaxation times.  The plasma is stable to n=∞
ballooning modes, except in the pedestal region, and n=1 with a wall located at 1.5a on the
outboard only.  A case is also simulated with narrow NB current profile (like 109070),
producing similar results.  Results are shown in Fig. 5.

5. Simulations of Non-solenoidal Current Rampup

The non-solenoidal initiation and current rampup is considered a critical goal of the ST
program since its attractiveness is directly tied to eliminating the OH solenoid on the inboard
side of the device and allowing access to compact geometry.  This milestone can be divided
into 3 primary thrusts: initiation with outer PF coils, and/or Coaxial Helicity Injection (CHI),
low IP rampup phase typically achieved with an RF source due to limitations on confinement
of beam ions at low plasma current, and the high IP rampup phase which would include the
use of NBI to end up at an attractive advanced plasma configuration.  The time scales
required for this type of rampup are long compared to those required with inductive current
rampup due to the reliance on bootstrap current along with HHFW (on-axis), EBW (off-axis),
and NB (on-axis) non-inductive current drive sources.   These restrict the rampup time to be
comparable to the on-axis current diffusion time.  The formation of a “current hole” might
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allow faster ramps if it is stable, however, the drive for this is the time dependent increase in
off-axis non-inductive current, which can not be sustained indefinitely.  For the present
simulations current holes are avoided, which should set the longest time scales required for
such a discharge.  The available flattop is determined by the TF coil, ranging from 1.5 s at 0.5
T to 5.0 s at 0.3 T.

The simulations assume that the plasma starts the rampup at IP = 100 kA, provided by the
initiation phase, which is treated as inductive current.  HHFW is the current drive source in
the low Ip phase, and NBI is added in the high Ip phase. The toroidal field is 0.45 T. In the
low Ip phase the HHFW power is ramped slowly to avoid current hole formation, while the
density is ramped to keep the temperature sufficiently low to access short core current
diffusion time scales.  In order to keep the temperature from increasing too fast in this phase
the plasma is assumed to be limited on the inboard to avoid transition to H-mode.  The peak
electron temperature reaches 1.3 keV, while the density ramps up to 0.3×1020 /m3 over 0.3 s.
The poloidal β reaches 3.0 in this phase since the total plasma current is low. Around 0.3-0.4
s the plasma is diverted, allowing an improvement in global confinement, with the poloidal β
reaching 4.0.  Then beginning at 0.5s the NBI power is injected accounting for the poor beam
ion confinement at lower plasma current.  The corresponding total NB driven current is also
reduced, based on the beam confinement observed in the IP rampup in discharge 109070 from
TRANSP.  The heating and driven current from the beam continue to improve as the plasma
current increases.  In addition, the poloidal β drops reaching 2.75 by 4.0 s.  The βN reaches
about 5.5 during the discharge simulation and relaxes to 5.0 by 4 s.  By 2 s (the flattop
available at 0.45 T) the total plasma current has reached just over 400 kA, and by 4 s has
reached almost 500 kA.  The HHFW current begins to drop after 0.5 s due to the rising
plasma density and onset of NBI which would provide fast ions to absorb the FW power.
Since the beam ions are not well confined over this simulation a significant HHFW current
persists.  At a fixed radius of 0.9 m, the PF coils link 0.27 V-s.  The poloidal magnetic flux at
the plasma edge changes by –0.025 Wb, while the flux at the magnetic axis changes by
–0.125 Wb, which is opposite to that for inductive current ramp (both edge and axis flux rise
for the TSC convention), and is indicative of non-inductive current ramp.  These results are
shown in Fig. 6.  Another simulation of the non-solenoidal rampup was done at the lower
toroidal field of 0.35 T, which would allow 3.5 s of flattop.  This simulation showed similar
behavior to the 0.45 T case, although by 4 s the plasma current reached 440 kA, βN reached
6.2, and the central safety factor drops to 2.0.  It appears that NSTX does not have sufficient
pulse length to connect to a high performance plasma configuration, but can demonstrate the
critical features of the non-inductive rampup.

Another simulation was performed in which only heating from the HHFW was assumed,
which causes the bootstrap current to be the only current drive source, apart from the
assistance provided by the PF coils.  The plasma current ramped up to approximately 275 kA
by 0.5 s, compared to about 350 kA with HHFW CD.  The current profile was quite broad,
since only bootstrap current is driven non-inductively, with li(1) reaching 0.4 and βP

obtaining 5.6.  It is very difficult in the simulation to control the plasma shape which became
highly elongated reaching 3.5 due the strong variations in the plasma pressure and current
profile.  This method would certainly be more susceptible to current hole formation.  This
does demonstrate the strong coupling of plasma shaping and current profile at low li and will
be critical to controlling the discharge evolution for these types of plasmas.
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Figure 5.  Time histories of the central and minimum safety factors for 100% non-inductive high β
scenarios using only NBI and broad NB current profile (red), using NBI and HHFW with narrow
current density (blue) or broad NB current density (green).  The profiles and plasma current
contributions are shown for the NBI and HHFW with broad NB current density.

Figure 6.  Time histories from the non-solenoidal current rampup simulation of the plasma current
contributions and central safety factor, and parallel current densities at various times.  The
significant overdrive is apparent in the profiles and plasma current, and long time scales are required
to relax.
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6. Conclusions

Simulations of advanced ST plasma scenarios in NSTX using TSC have shown that the 100%
non-inductive current, 100% non-inductive high β, and non-solenoidal current rampup
milestones can be achieved, based on reasonable extrapolations of existing experimental
discharges.  The 100% non-inductive scenarios at higher BT with NBI only or NBI and
HHFW achieve bootstrap current fractions over 50% at IP = 800 kA, require energy
confinement already achieved on NSTX, and reach βN and β  values of 4.7 and 13%,
respectively. The 100% non-inductive high β scenarios at lower BT with NBI and EBW or
NBI, HHFW, and EBW achieve bootstrap current fractions of 50% at IP = 1.0 MA, require
energy confinement 10-20% higher than achieved on NSTX, and reach βN and β values of
7.7-9.0 and 38-43%, respectively.  The non-solenoidal current rampup simulations show that
NSTX can address the critical features of this technique, addressing many of the challenges
for future ST devices without a solenoid.  The critical tool upgrades required for access to
these plasmas include 1) high elongation (and triangularity) from a modification of the PF1A
coils (shown in Fig. 7), 2) control of the density to optimize the external CD efficiencies, 3)
development of the EBW system for off-axis CD (shown in Fig. 7), and 4) use of HHFW in
non-solenoidal current rampup and in other scenarios to improve their flexibility.  The early
heating and H-mode transition is found to be important to elevate the safety factor early and
prolong scenarios.  Other important features are the level of energy confinement achievable,
the plasma impurity content, the peakedness of the NB driven current profile, and
maintaining the safety factor above 1.5 to avoid a strong internal kink character.   Simulations
will continue as discharges closer to these advanced ST conditions are produced in the
experiment.

Work supported by US DoE contract DE-AC02-76CH3073
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